
COMPRESSION TECHNOLOGY 

 
DYNAMIC GRADIENT COMPRESSION 
 

SKINS A400.DNAmic, RY400, Essentials and TRI400 ranges are 

the only high performance apparel to take into account compression 

levels needed to increase oxygen delivery to active muscles while in 

motion. We call this dynamic gradient compression. 

 

SKINS worked with the scientific and industrial research 

organisation in Australia to develop a device capable of taking 

multiple readings of the human body in motion. We hooked up 

SKINS athletes and for the first time ever, were able to accurately 

measure compression on muscles in motion – as they change 

shape with increased levels of oxygen-fuelled blood pumping 

through them. 

 

This is revolutionary stuff – all previous compression measurements 

have been carried out on athletes standing still. 

 

We now know what compression levels are required for specific muscle groups whilst static, 

during activity and in post exercise recovery. We know where you need movement for comfort 

and injury prevention, and how to get the best circulatory benefits for more oxygen delivery and 

reduced lactic acid build-up.Improved circulation also helps to eliminate other metabolic wastes 

during an intense workout. 

Our unique and proprietary knowle 

dge is built into A400 and DNAmic products. So you can go out and tear up the ground. Rip a 

hole in your personal best. Shred the competition and go back for more. 

 

 

ENGINEERED GRADIENT COMPRESSION 
 

We’re not just trying to squeeze you. SKINS gradient compression 

has been engineered to provide the correct level of surface 

pressure to specific parts of the body. This enhances circulation 

and gets more vital oxygen to your active muscles – boosting your 

power, speed and stamina. 

 

Improved circulation also helps to eliminate lactic acid build up 

and other metabolic wastes during an intense workout. 



 

The result? You go harder, for longer and recover faster. This scientifically proven technology is 

featured in all compression socks. 

 

 

WARP KNIT 
 

The fabric in SKINS is warp knitted using multiple fine 

quality yarns to give superior performance. 

 

Warp knit fabrics have no natural stretch – instead, the 

spandex mix ensures specific levels of elasticity and 

perfectly controlled compression. For a compression 

product this is superior to using circular knit which has 

natural stretch, making it hard to maintain the correct 

level of compression. Circular knit fabrics are also less 

durable and likely to run if snagged. 

 

 Warp knit construction has a ‘float line’ between loops to aid moisture management 

 

 Multiple yarns are used for added strength and to eliminate running if the fabric is torn 
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